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Power Flow in a Multi-Frequency HVac and HV dc
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Abstract-This paper proposes a novel power flow formulation
and solution algorithm for a generalized large-scale intercon
nected transmission system encompassing multi-frequency HVac
and HV dc grids having arbitrary numbers of buses, topologies,
and operating frequencies. Back-to-back and ac/dc voltage-source
converters are employed to interconnect and control the voltage
and power interchange between two power grids operating
at different frequencies. The power flow formulation is based
on a steady-state model of back-to-back and ac/dc converters
operated in centralized and distributed droop control strategies.
Each power grid is represented by a set of nonlinear power
balance equations. These equations are solved simultaneously
using a unified power flow algorithm, taking into account
generator and converter limits. It is shown that the solution
convergence is achieved rapidly despite the system size, topology,
and converter control strategies. The efficacy and accuracy of
the proposed steady-state solution algorithm are demonstrated
by comparing the numerical solution to the one obtained by
time-domain electromagnetic models of multi-frequency HVac
and HV de transmission systems with fully controllable back
to-back and ac/dc converters. The results obtained by using
the proposed algorithm and the time-domain simulation are
practically identical.
Index Terms-Back-to-back converter, Droop control, Low
frequency transmission, Multi-frequency systems, Power flow.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

N past decades, the transmission of bulk electric power
from remote generation stations to load centers has been
using high-voltage alternating current (HVac) and direct cur
rent (HV dc) transmission systems. After years of design and
operating experience, it is well understood that each system
possesses inherent advantages and disadvantages. HV de sys
tems virtually have unrestricted point-to-point long-distance
transmission capacity, the ability to interconnect ac systems
with different frequencies, reduced conductor loss, lower
insulation level, and narrower right of way. On the other
hand, HVac systems offer flexible multi-point interconnection
capability as well as reliable system protection devices and
techniques [l]-[5].
Considering the limitations of both HVac and HV de sytems,
low frequency HVac (LF-HVac) has been recently proposed
as an alternate solution. LF-HVac systems combine the ad
vantages of the two existing configurations, such as high
power-carrying capability over long distance, the use of mesh
connected (multi-terminal) networks, and straightforward ac
protection system [6]-[9]. In addition, a significant reduction
in reactance at low frequency benefits LF-HVac transmission
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systems in terms of superior voltage profile due to lower
voltage drop, and improved system stability [10]-[12]. In [13]
and [14], the possibility of implementing 16.7 Hz LF-HVac
transmission for practical offshore wind farm applications in
Europe is investigated.
These theoretical advantages suggest the feasibility of multi
frequency HVac power systems, in which short and medium
lines are operated at 50 or 60 Hz, while longer lines are
operated at lower and variable frequencies. Similar to HV de
systems, multi-frequency HVac systems employ converters
to establish a connection to other grids. Possible converter
topologies include cyclo converters [8], [9] and back-to-back
(BTB) converters. The latter has the advantages of independent
active and reactive power control, low harmonic content of the
output waveforms, and the ability to obtain any desired operat
ing frequencies [15]-[17]. However, further break-even point
analysis is necessary to determine the suitable and favorable
transmission system operating conditions and requirements
that are more economically attractive to the proposed multi
frequency HVac power systems.
For system planning and steady-state operation purposes,
a power flow solution is needed for a multi-frequency power
system where LF-HVac and HV dc grids may be connected
to standard 50- or 60-Hz HVac grids through BTB or ac/dc
voltage-source converters (VSC). The power flow solution can
be used to determine system losses, the optimal operating
frequency of a given LF-HVac grid, and initial conditions for
stability studies. To the best knowledge of the authors, little
research has been done to solve power flow in multi-frequency
power systems. A simplified method that does not include the
BTB converter systems was proposed in [18]. The power flow
solution presented in this paper takes into account the model
and power control capability of BTB converters.
The ac/dc converter model is included in the power flow
solution for HVac and HV de systems, where either unified or
sequential approaches can be applied [19]-[22]. The unified
algorithm remodels the entire system, including converters
by a set of non-linear equations, and then solves them con
currently. In contrast, the sequential algorithm inherits the
simplicity of the existing ac power-flow scheme and solves
for the power flow of each grid separately. Therefore, the
sequential approach requires additional outer loops to make
the power flow at converter stations converge.
Single-stage ac/dc converters between HVac and HV dc grids
are operated either in rectifier or inverter mode, while these
two modes operate simultaneously for BTB converters in
multi-frequency HVac systems. In this paper, both practical
centralized and distributed control strategies for the ac/dc
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from the system model developed in PSCAD/EMTDC time
domain environment.
II. BTB CONVERTERS IN MULTI-FREQUENCY HVAC
P OWER SYSTEMS

This section focuses on the modeling of BTB converters in
multi-frequency HVac systems such as the one shown in Fig. 1.
Without loss of generality, only k BTB converters that connect
HVac grid s and LF-HVac grid l are presented. Section II.A
describes a typical structure of BTB converter stations and
their equivalent model. Section 11.B proposes the converter
operating modes and coordination between the two sides of
each BTB converter in general multi-frequency HVac systems.

Grids
50/60-Hz HVac

A. Steady-State Model of BTB Converter Stations
In multi-frequency HVac power systems, each BTB
converter station consists of two voltage-source converters
(VSC) denoted as VSC1 and VSC 2, as shown in Fig. 2. VSC 1
and
VSC 2 have identical structures and electrical components.
converters are considered and implemented. The former results
These
two converters share a common de-link capacitor,
in a HV de grid with constant voltage at the slack bus, and
which
acts
as an intermediate energy storage component and
the converter connected to this slack bus accounts for system
allows
decoupled
operation of converters VSC 1 and VSC 2.
losses. The latter results in a HV de grid where all converters
Similar
to
the
physical
structure of VSC converter stations
participate in voltage and power control. The participation of
in
HV
de
systems,
each
side of the BTB converter station
each converter is dictated its pre-defined droop characteristic.
in multi-frequency HVac systems consists of a transformer,
The contributions of this paper include: 1) a description
shunt capacitor, a phase reactor, and switching valves. Fig.
of novel operation with the centralized control strategy and
3 shows the single-line equivalent power-flow model of a
power flow model for BTB converters in multi-frequency
converter station in multi-frequency HVac systems. Each
HVac systems, and 2) a generalized power flow formulation
VSC converter can be thought of as a synchronous machine
and algorithm for multi-frequency HVac and HV dc power
without inertia. Assuming converter voltages ½, 1 and Vc2
systems based on the unified approach. The proposed approach
contain no harmonic, each VSC converter is represented as a
is applicable to a large interconnected power system, as shown
controllable voltage source behind an impedance [21], [23],
in Fig. 1, which contain arbitrary numbers of converters, ac/dc [ ]
24 . The impedances Zr1 and Zr2, Z f l and Z 1 2, and .Zc1
grids, and operating frequencies.
and Zc2 represent the transformer leakage impedances, shunt
In the remainder of this paper, Section II introduces the capacitor impedances, and the phase reactor impedances,
operating modes and coordination of BTB converters in multi respectively, at both side of the BTB converter. The
frequency HVac systems. Section III formulates sets of non parameters in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are defined as follows:
linear equations representing the power balance in HVac, LF
voltage at the i th bus in HVac grids and
Vs ,i, Vi,i
HVac, and HVde grids as well as converter stations. The
LF-HVac grid l;
power flow equations are solved simultaneously by an efficient
Pi,inv, Q��r active and reactive power flowing from
algorithm described in Section IV. In Section V, the use of the
HVac grid s toward VSC 1;
algorithm is exemplified in a case study. The analytical solu
P1�rv, Qf,inv active and reactive power flowing from
tion is compared to the steady-state simulation result obtained
VSC 2 toward LF-HVac grid l;
Fig. 1. Generalized multi-frequency power systems. Each LF-HVac and HVdc
system is interconnected to an HVac grid through BTB and ac/dc converters,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. A BTB converter is used to connect an LF-HVac grid to a 50/60-Hz HVac grid: the system configuration, the interface between the two grids, and
the main control blocks.
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Fig. 3. Single-line equivalent power-flow model of the BTB converter station shown in Fig. 2.

p conv
d,i

active power flowing from VSC 1 to
VSC 2;
active and reactive power injected into
HVac grid s at the i th bus;
Pz,i, Qz,i
active and reactive power injected into
LF-HVac grid l at the i th bus;
pgen Qge_n
active and reactive power generated at
s,i '
s,i
the i th bus in HVac grid s;
active and reactive power generated at
the i th bus in LF-HVac grid l;
pl o_ad Ql of!d
active and reactive power consumed at
s,i '
s,i
the i th bus in HVac grid s.
If the i th bus in either HVac grid s or LF-HVac grid l is
not connected to any converters, the corresponding parameters
p co_nv and QCO'f'W or p conv and Q conv ' respectively, are set to
s,i
s,i
l,i
l,i
zero. In addition, loads are assumed to be located only in HVac
grid s; LF-HVac grid l does not serve any loads.

B. Operation Modes and Coordination of BTB Converters
with Centralized Control in Multi-Frequency HVac Systems

As mentioned above, VSC 1 and VSC 2 are decoupled by
controlling the voltage of the de-link capacitor. The inde
pendent control of active and reactive power injected or
withdrawn from the ac grid at each side is achieved by
regulating the d- and q-axis components of the converter
current in the synchronously rotating reference frame [15],
[25]. By controlling the current component i d, VSC 1 and
VSC 2 regulate the active power Pttv and P{?nv injected or
withdrawn from HVac grids and LF-HVac gri<l l, respectively.
Alternatively, the active power control target can be changed
to regulate the de-link voltage V d c,i, as shown in Fig. 2. On
the other hand, controlling the current component iq allows
VSC 1 and VSC 2 to regulate reactive power Q�0 and Qfinv
injected or withdrawn from HVac grids and LF-HVac grid l,
respectively. Alternatively, the values of Q��r and/or Qf,inv
can be adjusted so that the voltage magnitude V s,i or Vi,i of
the associated bus in HVac grid s or LF-HVac grid l is kept
constant.
When k BTB converters are used as power flow controllers
between HVac grid s and LF-HVac grid l, as shown in Fig.
1, the following operating modes are proposed to regulate the
power, de-link voltage, and/or ac voltage magnitude of the ac
bus at each side of k-1 BTB converters:
• Converter VSC 1, which is connected to HVac grid s, is set
to regulate active and reactive power (PQ mode) or active
power and voltage magnitude at the i th bus in HVac grid s
(PV mode). This means that Pi,inv and Q��r in PQ mode

r

or Pi,inv and V s,i in PV mode are the input for the power
flow analysis.
• Converter VSC2, which is connected to LF-HVac grid l, is
set to regulate the de-link voltage and to control either reac
tive power (QVde mode) or the terminal voltage magnitude
(VVde mode). This implies that either Qfinv in QVde mode
or Vi,i in VVde mode is a known quantity while Pz�inv is
unknown and needs to be determined.

This approach does not apply to one particular converter,
which varies the reactive power Qf�'t at the VSC 2 side to
control the voltage magnitude Vi, sl at'the slack bus of LF-HVac
grid l. Therefore, Qf�'t is unknown prior to solving the power
flow. The active po�er Pz��lv flowing toward VSC 2 from the
slack bus is also unknown since it depends on the losses in
LF-HVac grid l. Since the phase angle reference is lost due to
the intermediate de stage in the ac/dc/ac conversion, the phase
angle of the slack bus in LF-HVac grid l is considered to be
zero. These properties are consistent with the concept of the
slack bus in conventional HVac grids. At the VSC 1 side of
the converter connected to the slack bus in LF-HVac grid l,
only the reactive power Q�0 is controlled. The active power
Pi�'t is unknown since it depends on the unknown active
poZver Pzc�-,:, v , on the Joule losses due to the real parts of Zr 1,
Z c 1, Zr2', and Z c2, and on the switching losses in VSC 1 and
VSC 2. Note that the ac bus connected to the VSC 1 side of this
converter does not need to be the slack bus of HVac grid s.
Table I summarizes the converter type, operating modes,
and control parameters (given and unknown). This operating
principle can be applied to power systems with unlimited
numbers of ac grids and operating frequencies, as shown in
Fig 1. Each pair of grids is connected by means of a group of
converters, and each grid has an independent slack bus.

_;t

TABLE I
BTB CONVERTER OPERATING MODES AND DATA CLASSIFICATION FOR
POWER FLOW ALGORITHM.
VSC1 at the HVac grid side
Converter type Control modes
Given
slack

Q

non-slack

PQ
PV

Unknown

�onv
Q

Vs, 0s,

p;onv, Q�onv
Vs,

p;onv

VSC2 at the LF-HVac grid side
Converter type Control modes
Given
slack
non-slack

VVctc
QVctc
VVctc

Vi,01
Qfonv
Vi

p:onv

Vs,0s
Q;onv
0s,

0

Unknown

P{onv, Qfonv

p conv
Vi,01, l
i, P{ onv, Qfonv
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III. POWER FLOW FORMULATION

This section addresses the power flow model of a general
multi-frequency power system such as the one shown in
Fig. 1. The model of HVac grid s, LF-HVac grid l, and the
BTB converters in multi-frequency HVac systems, illustrated
in Fig. 3, is derived. The model of ac/dc VSC converters
with a generalized voltage-power ( V -P) droop control
and the model of HV de grid d are directly inherited from
[19]-[22], [26], [27]. The following notations will be used
to group different sets of buses in the power flow equations:
the set of all buses in a grid;
N*
the set of buses except the slack bus;
�
the set of non-voltage-controlled buses;
£*
the set of buses connected to converters;
C*
g*
the set of generator buses;
V*
the set of buses connected to converters operate in
voltage-controlled mode;
where the subscript * is either s, l, d, c corresponding to
the HVac grid, LF-HVac grid, HV de grid, or converters,
respectively.
A. HVac Grid
The set of power balance equations g:'Q of HVac grid s,
representing the active power balance at non-slack buses and
the reactive power balance at non-voltage-controlled buses, is
given by:

= Ps,i-(P;,�n-P;�ad _ P;,inv)
n
d
g�i(Xs) = Q s,i-( Q�� - Q��f - Q��r)
g;,i(X s)

=

=

0,\/i EN�,

0,\/i E Cs, (1)

where X 8 =[0 8 , Ys, P:'°nv] is a vector containing the phase
angles of non-slack buses, the voltage magnitudes of non
voltage-controlled buses, and the unknown active power flow
ing toward the converter connected to the slack bus in LF
HVac grid l and all converters connected to HV de grid d, as
discussed in Section 111.E. The power Ps,i and Q s, i injected
into HVac grid s at the i th bus in (1) are as follows:

L lfs,k[G , kCOs(0 , k) + B , ksin(0 , k)],
= lls, L ½,k[G , ksin(0 , k) - Bs, kcos(0s, k)], (2)
k

Ps, i

= ½,i

Q s, i

i

kENs

s i

s i

s i

s i

ENs

s i

s i

i

i

where 0 s,ik = 0s, i - 0 s,k and G s, ik + jBs,ik is the admittance
of the line between the i th and k th buses.

B. LF-HVac Grid
As discussed in Section 11.B, not only voltage magnitudes
Vi of non-voltage-controlled buses and phase angles Oz of non
slack buses but also active power P,,conv injected into LF
HVac grid l from converters VSC2 are unknown. The set of
power balance equations g{'Q of LF-HVac grid l describes
the active power balance at all buses and the reactive power
balance at non-voltage-controlled buses:
n
nv
9r,i(Xz) = Pi, i - (Pt: + Pz�i ) = 0,\/i E Ni,
n
nv
g�i(Xz) = Qz,i - ( Qf,� + Qf,i ) = 0,\/i E £z,

( 3)

where Xz = [Oz, Vi, P,,conv ]. The power Pz,i and Qz,i injected
into LF-HVac grid l at the i th bus in ( 3) are obtained with an
expression similar to (2).

C. BTB Converters between HVac and LF-HVac Grids
With the power and current directions shown in Fig. 3, the
currents Is,i withdrawn from HVac grids and Ii, i injected into
LF-HVac grid l as well as the voltages at the shunt capacitor
terminals are determined as follows:
nv
" conv
- - _ Psco
_, i - J Q s, i . .
Is, i , VJI,i - V s, i-Is, i ZTI, i,\/i E C s,
*
V s,i
- P{fnv-j Qf' inv ·' V 1 2 ' · = Vii ' ·+ Ii ' · Zr2 ' 'l,· ' \/i E Ci ' (4)
Ii ' · = '
*
Vii,i
i

i

i

i

Converter currents l c 1,i and l c2,i as well as voltages Vc 1,i and
Vc2,i at each side of the BTB converter are determined as
follows:
fc 1, i = fs, i - V1 1,dZJ1,i; ½1, i = Vj1, i-lc 1, i Zc 1, i,\/i E C s,
fc2, i =l i, i + V12,dZJ2, i; ½2,i = V1 2, i +lc2, i Z c2, i,\/i E C i .

(5)

The Joule and switching losses PJI,i, Psw l,i, PJ2, i, and Psw 2, i
at each side of the BTB converter are calculated as follows
[21], [22]:
PJI, i
Psw l , i

= f;,iRTI,i + f; 1,iRc 1,i,\/i E C s;
= ao + a1Ic 1, i + a2i; 1,i,\/i E C s ;
J
P 2, i = I1\RT2, i + f;2,iR c2,i,\/i E Cz;
Psw 2, i = ao + a1Ic2,i + a2f;2,i,\/i E Ci,

(6)

where RTI, i, Rr2,i, R c 1,i, and R c2,i are the winding resis
tances of the transformers and phase reactors while a0, a 1,
and a2 are given coefficients. For the converter connected to
the slack bus of LF-HVac grid l, it can be seen from (4)-(6)
and Table I that PJI, i and Psw l ,i are functions of P�'tv and
½ i while PJ2 i and Psw 2 i are functions of only P{fnv. For
th� other conv�rters, PJ 1,: and Psw I, i are function� of ½,i
while PJ2 i and Psw 2 i are functions of both Vi i and P{rv.
The po�er balance' equation g:;_ i at the ith TB con;erter
connecting HVac grids and LF-HVac grid l is obtained from
v
nv
the relationship between Ptt
' , P{f
' , and the Joule and
switching losses:

B

nv
nv
nv
9::., i( V s, i, Vz, i, P;,i ,Pi�i ) = Pl�i + PJ2, i + Psw 2, i
+ PJI, i + Psw l, i - P;,inv = 0.

(7)

D. HVdc Grid
The set of power balance equations gf of HV de grid d
represents the active power balance at all buses:
v
(8)
gf, i(X d) = Pd, i - pdr = 0,\/i E Nd,
onv
p
where X = [V , 3 ] is a vector containing de bus
d

d

voltages and unknown active power flowing into HV dc grid d
from the associated converters. The active power Pd, i injected
into HV de grid d at the i th bus is given by:

L

(9)
vd,kYd, ik,
kENd
where ktype is a coefficient depending on the type of HV de
grid ( ktype = 1 for monopolar HV dc and ktype = 2 for bipolar
HV de) while Yd ik is the admittance of the line between the
i th and k th bus�s.
Pd, i

= ktype vd,i
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Fig. 4. a) V-P droop control with a power dead-band and voltage limits,
b) Linear V-P droop control. The parameters Vm ax, Vm in, Pm ax, Pmin,
Vi�w ' Vhi h ' P* , and V* are usually chosen based on the power flow results
g
with the centralized control.

E. VSC Converters between HVac and HVdc Grids
Each converter station connecting HVac grid s and HV de
grid d consists of only a single-stage ac/dc converter, which
is similar to VSC 1 in Fig. 2. Therefore, the equation g� i
representing the active power balance at the ith converter is
given as follows [19], [21], [22]:
P
conv
p conv = 0
V. p conv p conv = pd,i
+ PJ I , i + Ps w l , i- s,i
·
Ycd, i( s , i , d,i , s,i )
(10)

In (10), the active power P8conv and P:J,onv at two sides
of the converters that connect HVac grid s and HV de grid d
depend on the control scheme of those converters. Centralized
control, characterized by a constant de voltage at the slack
bus and constant injected active power at the other de buses,
share similarities with HVac grid s and LF-HVac grid l as
discussed above. Although this centralized control strategy
can be directly incorporated into ac power flow algorithm
[19]-[22], in practice, it may become ineffective following
a failure of the converter connected to the slack bus in HV de
grid d. To improve the robustness of the formulation, this paper
also considers and implements distributed linear and nonlinear
droop controls [26]-[28]. The most generalized droop control
is the V-P droop, in which the set point of converter power
p:onv varies according to the local de voltage in a nonlinear
curve with dead-bands and voltage limits, as shown in Fig.
4(a). When ½ �w = vhi g h and droop coefficients K = Km ax,
the nonlinear characteristic becomes linear, as shown in Fig.
4(b). If the droop coefficients are infinity or zero, the droop
control becomes constant de voltage or constant active power
control, respectively, as in the centralized control strategy.
In a power flow formulation with the generalized droop
control characteristic, de voltages Vd and both converter power
p:onv, and P:J,onv at two sides of the VSC converters are
unknown. Existing V- P curves in the literature such as
[26]-[28] directly consider P:J,onv as a function of Vd by
assuming lossless converters. H owever, the power control is
implemented at the ac side, as shown in Fig. 2, and P:J,onv
and p:onv are not equal to each other due to converter losses.
Therefore, this paper considers the droop characteristic for
p:onv and v as follows:
d
V, p conv
P
p
p conv = 0
(11)
,
9droop ,i( d,i , s , i ) = droop , i - s , i

+ Ki( Vhigh,i - Vmax ,i) + PJ,i

+ PJ,i

if vd, i 2". V m ax ,i ;
if vhi gh ,i ::; vd, i ::; V m ax ,i ;
if ½�w ,i ::; vd, i ::; vhi gh ,i ;
if V mi n, i ::; Vd,i ::; Vi�w ,i ;

Ki( Vi�w ,i - V d,i) + PJ,i
Km ax ,i( Vmin, i - Vd,i) + Ki( Vi�w ,i - V min,i)

+ PJ,i

(12)

F. VSC Converter Limits
For control design and stability analysis, it is important
to take into account the capability constraints of each VSC
converter. These constraints are normally converted into equiv
alent constraints of voltage and power at the ac terminal in
order to be easily embedded in power flow algorithms. In
this section, the converter constrains are formulated using the
notation for VSC 1 , but similar expressions applies for VSC2.
1) The RMS converter current Ic1 ,i is limited by an upper
bound IJax to protect switching devices from thermal over
heating [22], [23]:

Ic1 ,i ::; !Jax {::::::::}
1
Z 1 1 ,i
v. . [m_ax
3co_nv < l v2 .
(13)
+ s, i c, i •
s, i _ s, i z•
z•/ 1 ,i + z•
T l,i
T l,i
fl,i + z•
If the VSC output filter does not include the capacitive element
(as in the modular multilevel converter technology), (13)
simplifies to:

I

(14)

2) The rms converter voltage V c i ,i is also limited by
the voltage V d c,i across the de-link capacitor to avoid over
modulation [22], [29]:
2.
2
2
!'v
· 2 < km Vs, i V d c ) ,
( psc,o_inv _ vs , i. G 1 , i·) + ( Q co
s , i + vs , i B 1 , i ) - (
Z 1,i
(15)
2

where ( G1,i + jB1,i) = 1/ Z 1 ,i = 1/ ( Zn ,i +Z c 1 ,i), assuming the
shunt capacitor is omitted, while the value of the coefficient
km depends on the modulation technique.
3) The reactive power absorbed by the converter is also
limited with respect to its rated apparent power Sr ate d:
where the coefficient k Q is project-specific [29], [30].

(16)

IV. ALGORITHM FOR S O LVING POWER FLOW IN
MULTI-FREQUENCY HVAC AND HVDC POWER SYSTEMS

The purpose of this section is to propose an algorithm for
solving power flow in general multi-frequency power systems.
P ower balance equations (1), ( 3), (7), (8), (10), and (11) are
solved using the Newton-Raphson method. These equations
can be combined as follows:
g(X) = g( [ O s , Vs , 0t , Vi , vd , p;onv , Piconv , P:J,onv])
= [g; , g<j , g[' , g'fJ , gf , g� , g� , gt oop] = 0. (17)
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Existing unified power flow algorithms usually consist of E. Update D ependent Variables
two loops. The inner loop solves for the power flow using
The reactive power generated/absorbed by the generators
the Newton-Raphson method, while the outer loop checks the and converters that operate in voltage-controlled mode is
limits of generators and converters that operate in voltage updated using the new values of X. With the power notation
controlled mode [19], [20], [26]. H owever, if one of the limits shown in Fig. 3, the power generated/absorbed by a generator
is violated, the inner loop has to start over, which results in is updated as follows:
additional iterations. Therefore, this paper proposes a single
loop algorithm in which the limits are checked and immediate
_n ( k + l ) = Q s,i. ( k ) + Ql o'!'d ( k ) + Qco:n,v ( k ) 1.-1 · E g s
Qge
s,i
s,i
, vi
·
s,i
modifications are made (as necessary) in each iteration to
n ( k+ l)
k) V
ge
k) _
c
onv
(
_
(
g
Ql,i
Ql, i
= Ql , i
(19)
, i E l·
reduce the number of iterations and total running time. Al
though extra effort is needed for the limit-checking process, it
)
( k ) are calculated using (2). At buses
is still substantially less compared to the computational effort where Q s, /k and Q 1,i
required for the additional iterations in the existing algorithms. where the voltages are controlled by the reactive power from
nv
The flow chart of the proposed single-loop algorithm is shown VSC converters, the unknown reactive power Q��r and Qf,i
are updated as follows:
in Fig. 5.
k
A. Initialize
Qco:n,v ( k + l ) = - Q . (k ) _ Ql o'!'d ( ) Vi E V
s,i

s,i

88.

8g :
8V.

0

0

8g ';
88.

8g ';
8V.

D. Calculate the mismatches of power balance equations
g(X) = 0 and construct Jacobian matrix J,(X)
D. Calculate the update .dXby solving J,(X)ilX = g(X),
and update the variable vector X" 11 = J("/ - ilX
E. Update the reactive power generated/absorbed from
the generators and converters in voltage-controlled mode

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

8g :Z
8V.

8g �d
8V.

0

F. Check the limits of generators and converters
No

F. Update bus type/converter mode and variable vector X

0

�
ap � o n v

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

__!!Jl[_
apzonv

0

0

0

0

0

0

�

0

0

881

0
0
0

8V1

8g :Z
8V1

0
0

8g :
8Vd

0
0

8g ;{r o op
8Vd

�
ap � o n v
�
ap o nv
�
8g ;{r o op
ap o nv
�

�
apzonv
0
0

No

Fig. 5. Flow chart of the proposed single-loop power-flow algorithm for
multi-frequency HVac and HVdc systems.

0

�

Yes

Output
solution

0

M
M
881
8V1

(20)

C. Calculate losses at all converter stations

C. Calculate Converter Losses
To calculate the mismatches t!.g� and t!.g� of active
power balance in equations (7) and (10), converter losses are
calculated in each iteration using ( 5) and (6).

�

s·

,

B. Update droop equation ( 1 1 ) for converters between HVac
and HVde grids based on the updated de voltage V.,

B . Update Converter A ctive Power
The active power p:onv of the converters between HVac
grid s and HV de grid d are updated using the V- P droop
characteristic shown in Fig. 4 and the updated de voltage Vdc ·

D. Update Variable Vector using Newton-Raphson method
The set of non-linear equations in (17) is simultaneously
solved using the Newton-Raphson method. The mismatch
ag (X ) of power flow equation g (X ) = 0 and the Jacobian
J9 (X) are calculated by applying vectorization instead of
"for" loops to reduce the running time. The updated direction
ax at the k th iteration is determined by solving the set of
linear equations (18) using L U factorization.

s,i

nv ( k + l )
Qc�
= Q l,i. ( k ) ' '-'V i E Vl .
l,i

The algorithm uses a "flat-start" initial condition for all
bus voltages and phase angles. The unknown active power
p:onv and P,,conv of BTB converters between HVac grid
s and LF-HVac grid l are set to zero. The unknown reactive
power Q�onv and Q,onv of the converters operate in voltage
controlled mode is also set to zero. If a PQ bus in the
HVac grid is connected to one of these converters, this bus
is switched to a PV bus.

( k)

f!.

__!!f&_
apa,onv
0

�
ap o nv
a.

0

X

( k)

tig f

.6. V s

t!.g �

t!,.Vz

t!.g�

f!..0 1

0
0

0s

t!. Vd
f!. p �onv

f!. P '° nv
t
f!. P a,°nv

(k)

t!.gr
t!.g1J

(18)

t!.g�

f!.g :d
f!.
gfroop
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F. Check Generator and Converter Limits

amounts of power in the original system are operated at 10 Hz
instead of 60 Hz. The transmission line between Bus 1 and Bus
2 in the original 60-Hz HVac grid is replaced by a monopolar
HVde line. To illustrate the bulk power transfer capability of
the multi-frequency system, loads are scaled up to between 3
and 5 times their initial values, while the transformer primary
(#1) and secondary (#2) 60-Hz HVac voltages are set to 500
kV and 230 kV, respectively. The LF-HVac and HVdc grids
are operated at 500 kV and 320 kV, respectively.
The modified HVac grid consists of 1 3 buses, including one
slack bus, nine PQ buses, and three PV buses. In the LF
HVac grid, two BTB converters are located at Bus 14 and
Bus 15, and they are connected to Bus 1 and Bus 4 in the
HVac grid, respectively. The converter at Bus 16 is omitted
to illustrate an application of power generation at low ac
frequency. This means that the generator at Bus 16, which is
a PV bus, generates electricity directly at 10 Hz. In the HVde
grid, two VSC converters are needed at Bus 17 and Bus 18,
and they are connected to Bus 1 and Bus 2 in the HVac grid,
respectively.
In the LF-HVac system with centralized control strategy,
Bus 14 is the slack bus of the LF-HVac grid, and the voltage
of this bus is controlled at a value of 1 .02 pu by the VSC2
side of the converter A between Bus 1 and Bus 14. The angle
of the voltage at Bus 14 is set to zero. The active and reactive
power injected/withdrawn from the LF-HVac grid is unknown,
as discussed in Section II and shown in Table II. At the VSC 1
side of the converter, only the reactive power is given, while its
active power, accounting for losses in the LF-HVac grid and in
the converter station, is unknown. The VSC 1 and VSC2 sides
of the converter at Bus 15 shown in Fig. 6 are operated in
PQ and QVde modes, respectively. Therefore, the active and
reactive power injected/withdrawn from the HVac grid and the
reactive power injected/withdrawn from the LF-HVac grid are
given.
In the HVde system shown in Fig. 6, both centralized and
distributed control strategies are implemented for converter C

One of the convergence criteria is that all generators and
converters are operated within their limits. If a generator at a
PV bus violates its reactive power limit, that bus is changed to
a PQ bus. If a converter operating in voltage-controlled mode
violates its limits, as described in ( 1 3)-( 16), this converter is
switched to PQ mode. In both cases, the reactive power is set at
the corresponding upper/lower boundary, and variable vector
X has additional voltage magnitude components. If the limits
of the generator or the converter are satisfied in a successive
iteration, the bus is switched back to a PV bus while its voltage
magnitude is removed from the variable vector.
This limit-checking step must be done within each iteration
in order for the algorithm to converge to the correct solution as
well as to reduce the number of iterations. However, since the
update .:lX in the first iterations is usually large, the generator
and converter limits might be violated although the final
solution does not cause these violations. As discussed above,
such violations result in additional iterations. To expedite the
running time, the limit-checking process is thus only activated
after a first few iterations, which is set to 2 in this paper.
V. VALIDATION OF POWER FLOW S OLUTION IN
MULTI-FREQUENCY HVAC AND HVDC POWER S YS TEMS

This section focuses on the validation of the power flow
model and formulation derived in Sections II and ill. The
analytical solution obtained by implementing the algorithm
described in Section IV in Python is compared with the
steady-state results from the PSCAD/EMTDC time-domain
simulation. The current and voltage controllers for converters
in the simulation model are based on [ 1 5] and [16] .
A. System D escription

The multi-frequency power system shown in Fig. 6, which
is modified from the IEEE 14-bus test system [3 1 ] , is chosen
to be studied. Two long transmission lines carrying the highest

16

'v
i uoo

60.5 + j23.2
12 .....-+--.-

- Active power (MW)
-++ Reactive power (Mvar)

64.7 + j20

- 10 Hz, 500 kV
- dc, 320 kV
- 60 Hz, #1:500 kV/#2 :230 kV

13

11

30.5 + j17.2
10

47 + j17.4
9

Slack bus

15

14

380 + j200

17

18
HVdc line

300 + j180

2
380 + j190

Fig. 6. The multi-frequency power system used to validate the proposed power flow algorithm. It consists of 60-Hz HVac, LF-HVac, and HV dc lines
interconnected by converters. Adapted from [3 1] .
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TABLE II
SCHEDULED DATA OF THE CONVERTERS.

TABLE III
TOWER AND CONDUCTOR DATA.

BTB converters between the HVac and LF-HVac grids
From To
Mode
Power into
Power out of
HVac Grid
LF-HVac Grid
< Bus Bus
z
p
p
V SC1 V SC2
Q
Q
(MW) (Mvar) (MW) (Mvar)
14 QV dc
A
20.00
1
V
B
4
15
15
PQ
QV dc 600.00
10.00

n

3"'

Converters between the HVac and HV de grids in centralized control
n From To
Power into
Power out of
HVac grid
HV dc Grid
Mode
< Bus Bus

z
3"'

C

D

p

(MW)
1
2

17
18

Q
PY

-

Voltage
Tower
Conductor Conductor
Level
Configuration
Code
Length
5L1O
150 km
HVac - Pri 500 kV ac
Blue Bird
Tern
80 km
3H5
HVac - Sec 230 kV ac
LF-HVac 500 kV ac
300 km
5L1O
Blue Bird
Nl
HV dc
320 kV de
ACSR-AL3 300 km
TABLE IV
Bus V OLTAGE SOLUTION OF THE HVAC AND LF-HVAC GRIDS.
HVac Grid
PF Solution

p

Q
(Mvar)
50.00

(MW)

-

-

200.00

Grid

Bus
1
2
3
4

5

@

©

p= oo

-200

p=oo

0.97 ---------------- , P""O. 0/4%
0 . 95 ---------------- � ------------

-1 50.61
Inverter

0

''
'

206.97
Rectifier

0

P,C "' [MW]

350

Fig. 7. The droop characteristics of converters C and D.

between Bus 1 and Bus 17 and converter D between Bus 2
and Bus 18. For the centralized control, converter C is the
slack converter. The HV de side of this converter controls the
de voltage level at Bus 17 at a chosen value of 1.02 pu. The
active power at both sides of this converter are unknown, as
shown in Table II. For converter D, the injected active power
into the HVac grid is given while the injected reactive power
varies to keep the voltage at Bus 2 constant at 1.04 pu.
For the distributed control, different droop characteristics
are assigned for converters C and D. While converter C is
operated in the V-P droop control with dead bands and voltage
limits, converter D is operated in constant active power mode.
The operating characteristic of these converters are shown in
Fig. 7. To facilitate the verification of the solutions using
centralized and distributed controls, all of the reference values
and limits of voltage and power as well as droop coefficients
shown in Fig. 4(a) are intentionally chosen based on the power
flow results determined by the centralized control strategy.
Due to the high load and voltage levels in the modified
system, new practical data of tower geometries and conductors
from [32]-[34] is chosen, as shown in Table m. The transmis
sion lines in the LF-HVac grid, primary side of the HVac grid,
and secondary side of the HVac grid are identical in terms
of tower geometry as well as conductor 's material, size, and
length. Since the accuracy of the transmission line parameters
significantly influences the power flow solution, the line model
must take into account the effect of the operating frequency
on its parameters. Therefore, the frequency-dependent (phase)

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Type

IVI

0

(pu)
PQ
1 .0486
PY -+ PQ 1 .0333
slack
1 .0400
PQ
1 .0424
PY
1 .0100
PQ
1 .0157
PY
1 .0100
PQ
1 .0178
PQ
1 .0151
PQ
1 .0130
1 .01 12
PQ
PQ
1 .01 19
1 .01 3 1
PQ

(deg)
0.6 1
-2. 1 8
0.00
1 .48
-25.65
-21 .05
-21.01
-24.74
-26 . 1 8
-26.34
-26.84
-26.97
-26.73

LF-HVac Gnd
PF Solution
Bus
14
15
16

Bus
17
18

Type
slack
PQ
PY

Type

IVI

0

(pu)
1 .0100
1 .0107
1 .0200

(deg)
0.00
-0.51
2.07

PSCAD/EMTDC

IVI

(pu)
1 .049
1 .033
1 .040
1 .042
1 .010
1 .016
1 .010
1.018
1.015
1.013
1.01 1
1.012
1.013

0

(deg)
0.60
-2. 17
0.00
1 .48
-25.65
-21.05
-21.01
-24.75
-26. 1 8
-26.34
-26.84
-26.97
-26.72

PSCAD/EMTDC

IVI

(pu)
1 .010
1.01 1
1 .020

0

(deg)
0.00
-0.51
2.07

HV dc Grid
PF Solution

PSCAD/EMTDC

(pu)
1 .0200
0.9856

(pu)
1 .020
0.986

IVI

IVI

model in PSCAD/EMTDC is employed to generate the dis
tributed parameters of transmission lines based on the data
from Table m [35]. These distributed values are then used
to obtain the lumped parameters of the equivalent-1r model.
To achieve more accurate results, the shunt conductance G'
representing the dielectric loss between conductors is included.
In order to directly compare the analytical solution with
the the time-domain PSCAD/EMTDC simulation results, the
conductor loss in the transmission lines is taken into account,
while the Joule and switching losses in the V SCs are excluded.
This means that converter resistances Rei and Rc2 in ( 6) as
well as quadratic coefficients in (6) are set to zero.

B . Numerical and Time-Domain Simulation Results
The analytical solution and the simulation results are sum
marized in Table IV and Table V , while Table V I shows the
complete converter solution. The red and blue numbers indi
cate the solution of the power flow; these values are unknown
prior to solving the power flow. The analytical solutions with
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TABLE V
POWER GENERATED/ABSORBED BY GENERATORS.
Grid

Bus Type

PF Solution
Pg en

3

5

LF-HVac

7
16

Pg en

(Mvar) (MW)
slack 652.55 -10.72 652.6 1
0.00
0.00
PY
2.47
-23.77 0.00
PY
0.00
PY 1 100.00 -9.84 1 101.3
(MW)

HVac

PSCAD/EMTDC

Q gen

Q gen

(Mvar)
- 1 0.93
2.46
-23.77
-9.98

TABLE VI
CONVERTER SOLUTION.
PSCAD/EMTDC

PF Solution
(')

:;!

z

BTB converters between the HVac and LF-HVac grids
Power out of
Power into
Power into
Power out of
HVac Grid
LF-HVac Grid
LF-HVac Grid
HVac Grid

p
(MW)

A 488.90
B

(')

:;!

z

i

C
D

600.00

Q

p

Q

p

Q

p

Q

(Mvar) (MW)

(Mvar) (MW) (Mvar) (MW) (Mvar)

20.00
15.00

47. 1 9
10.00

488.90
600.00

488.80
599.90

20.03
15.03

489. 10
600.30

47. 1 1
9.98

Converters between the HVac and HVdc grids
Power into
Power into
Power out of
Power out of
HVac Grid
HVdc Grid
HVdc Grid
HVac Grid

p
p
Q
(MW) (Mvar) (MW)
-206.97 50.00 -206.97
200.00 84.21 200.00

p
(MW)

p
Q
(Mvar) (MW)

-207.00 50.07 -206.50
199.90 84.22 200.80

both centralized and distributed controls for the HV de grid
are completely identical. These solutions are also found to
closely match the steady-state time-domain simulation results
(with centralized for the HV dc grid), which verifies both the
power flow model and the formulation proposed in Section
II and III, as well as the algorithm described in Section IV.
At Bus 2 of the H Vac grid , after the first limit-checking step ,
the power injected into the HVac grid is found to exceed the
current limit, as shown in (13), of converter D. Therefore , this
bus switches from a PV bus to a PQ bus , and the operating
mode of the associated converter changes from PV to PQ .
C. Convergence and Scalability

With the droop control strategy implemented in HV de grid
d, a proper modification of the Jacobian matrix might be
needed if all converters operate in dead-band or constant power
modes to avoid singularity [26]. H owever, with similar power
balance equations and centralized operation with a slack bus
between HVac and LF-HVac grids , the introduction of the
latter in a multi-frequency power system does not result in
any extra convergence issues.
The power flow algorithm is implemented on an Intel Core
i7-3770 processor with 10GB RAM. The tolerance is set to
10- 6 pu. With the centralized and distributed control strategies
implemented for HV de grid d, the algorithm described in
Section IV converges in 7 iterations after 0.028 seconds and
8 iterations after 0.032 seconds , respectively. In contrast to
the sequential approach used in [21], the proposed algorithm
does not get any convergence issues due to the limit violation
of converter D and type-switching of Bus 2. On the other

hand , as expected , the simulation using PSCAD/EMTDC takes
12 hours to reach the steady state because the converters are
represented in detailed time-domain switching models.
The proposed formulation and algorithm are also verified
to solve power flow in a larger power system. This second
case is modified from the IEEE 57-bus system [31] in a
similar way as the system in Fig. 6. The HVac, LF-HVac , and
HV dc grids consist of 57 , 6 , and 3 buses , respectively. While
the five BTB converters that connect the HVac and LF-HVac
grids are operated using the centralized control , a distributed
control with linear droop characteristics is implemented for
the three converters between the HVac and HV de grids.
The algorithm converges after 8 iterations in 0.042 seconds.
Such rapid convergences with a stable and small number of
iterations in the two studied systems indicate that the proposed
formulation and algorithm can be incorporated in other real
time applications such as optimal power flow.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents operating modes and a power flow
model for BTB converters in multi-frequency power systems.
The power flow formulation of multi-frequency power system
is derived from the power balance equations of each grid.
The power flow solution is obtained by an efficient single
loop algorithm based on the unified approach. The algorithm
is applicable regardless of the number of converters or ac/dc
grids , operating frequencies of ac grids , system topology, and
centralized or distributed control strategies for the HV de grids.
For the case study, the mismatches between the analytical
solutions are the simulation results are quite small; the largest
mismatch between voltage amplitude and line flow are 0.4 %
and 0.23%, respectively. The solution converges rapidly, which
makes it applicable for solving power flow or other real-time
applications in large power systems.
V II. APPENDIX
The first derivatives of power balance equations with respect
to voltages ' magnitudes and angles in the HVac and LF-HVac
grids are given in [36]. Other non-zero entries in the Jacobian
matrix in (18) are determined as follows:

!',.

agf,i
a9
=1
pconv
pconv
'
0 s,i
0 l ,i

agf,i
= _1
'
0pconv
d,i

(21)

kt e ( LV d,p Yd, ip + Vd, i Yd, ii) , if i=k
agf,i
= { yp
(22)
pEJvd
8 V d, k
ktyp eV d,i Yd, i k , if i =/- k ,
v 2
v
ag�,i ag�, i
S;? l - 1 s;:t l
I
·
+
(23)
2
R
)
(
a2
1 ,i
a1
8V. . - 8 V. . v2 . '
v3 .
s ,i

s ,i

s,i

s,i

1 sconv
12
1 sconv
89cp1 ,i
· -1
1 ,,_
t, i
_
-- 2(R 2 , i + a2) V.3 - a1 V.2 ,
(24)
aVil , i. l,i
l,i
f) P
P .
pconv
pco_nv
agcd,
9cl, i
s, i
s,_
i i
· + a2) +
l+
2
(R
1
a1
,
i
2
nv '
f)pco_nv f)pco_nv
i
vs , i.
Vs , l sco_
s ,i l
s,i
s,i
(25)
P,COnV
.
p
P,C (! nV
agcl , i
t, i
t, i
=
(26)
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{) p .
gcd, i
{)p c�nv
d, i

= l + 2(R 1 ,

where:

co_nv 1
1 3s,i
=

1 s�1nv 1

=

i

p c�nv
s,i
+ a2) V2
+ a1
s,i

p c�nv
s,i
V.s , i- 1 sco_nv 1 '
s,i

(27)

c �nv 2 + Qc o:n v 2
)
(Ps,i
( s,i ) ,

(Pttnv) 2 + ( Qf , inv) 2.

Note that the element 8g� d 8P;inv in (25) is written only
for the power balance at the co�verter station connected to
the slack bus in LF-HVac grid l. In addition, the elements
(24)-(27) corresponding to the power balance equations g:;_
and g� in converter stations are derived by ignoring the
shunt capacitor values. This approach only approximates the
updated direction .!lX . Upon convergence, the solution X is
the solution of the exact model described in Section III.
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